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Figure 1: Katika is an end-to-end explainer motion graphics video authoring software that allows amateurs to understand and
follow the key stages of motion design. This fgure shows Katika’s graphics editor view that includes: A) an embedded library
that suggests artworks based on script , B) example motion bundles that can be directly applied on the artworks or further
edited, C) in-context communication features and, D) a timeline for editing the animations.

ABSTRACT
Explainer motion graphics videos that use a combination of graphical elements and movement to convey a visual message are becoming increasingly popular among amateur creators in diferent
domains. But, to author motion graphics videos, amateurs either
have to face a steep learning curve with professional design tools or
struggle with re-purposing slide-sharing tools that are easier to access but have limited animation capabilities. To simplify the process
of motion graphics authoring, we present the design and implementation of Katika, an end-to-end system for creating shots based
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on a script, adding artworks and animation from a crowdsourced library, and editing the video using semi-automated transitions. Our
observational study illustrates that participants (N=11) enjoyed
using Katika and, within a one-hour session, managed to create
an explainer motion graphics video. We identify opportunities for
future HCI research to lower the barriers to entry and democratize
the authoring of motion graphics videos.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Explainer motion graphics videos are short animated videos that
demonstrate complex concepts using a combination of graphical
elements, movement, and sound [3, 70, 78]. Unlike static forms of
illustrations or infographics, these videos employ engaging artwork
that can morph, shift, rotate, and transition in diferent ways to visually convey a message or a story [13]. Such videos can communicate
topics in felds where videography is challenging (or perhaps even
impossible) [11], making them popular in domains such as marketing, education, public health, and others [84, 96]. For instance,
Figure 2 shows frames from an example explainer motion graphics
video about vaccine production. These videos are usually authored
by professional motion designers who have formal training in some
aspect of animation, graphic design, or video production [9]. However, in recent years, the increasing demand for explainer videos
—coupled with readily available online publishing platforms— has
inspired more amateurs to tinker with tools of motion graphics
video authoring [85]. Unfortunately, amateur motion designers often face a time-consuming and challenging learning curve with the
currently available professional motion graphics tools [44, 57].

Figure 2: Sample frames from an explainer motion graphics video about the production and validation of vaccines. (Retrieved from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
uWGTciX795o)
There are several key reasons why motion graphics video authoring is particularly challenging for amateur motion designers.
First, creating motion graphics videos involves multiple featurerich tools across the pre-production to post-production stages that
are usually disconnected from each other [44, 80]. Diferent tasks
such as writing the initial script and dividing it into shots, fnding
the appropriate imagery and artwork, or combining the shots with
transitions in a single video, are executed in separate software tools
[44]. Moreover, unlike camera-recorded videos where the key content comes from the raw footage, motion designers face a blank
canvas and have to populate the content of each frame using imagery or artworks, which can be challenging to make from scratch
or locate online [9, 22]. Perhaps the most challenging aspect for
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amateurs is creating moving graphics that require competencies in
animation techniques such as keyframing or interpolation [34, 44].
The combination of such barriers results in an environment in
which amateurs get discouraged and even give up on their pursuit
of creating explainer motion graphics videos.
Instead of working with feature-rich motion graphics software,
some users may try to explore slide creation tools, such as Microsoft
PowerPoint [74], Google Slides [81], or Apple Keynote [7], that have
basic animation capabilities. However, the onus is on the user to
repurpose such tools to create motion graphics videos and make
decisions about how to segment their content into shots, locate
relevant artwork externally, fgure out if the desired motion efects
are even possible, or assemble shots into a video. Moreover, slide
creation tools mostly only ofer animations in the form of transitions
[20] that can only be applied to an artwork as a whole and there is
limited room for editing the motions or adjusting timings.
In this paper, we present the design and implementation of
Katika, a novel end-to-end tool for creating explainer motion graphic
videos that bridges the authoring activities of pre-production, production, and post-production and allows amateurs to learn and
understand the various steps within each stage. We are using a
human-computer interaction (HCI) approach to lower the barriers
to entry for amateur motion designers by taking into account the
actual workfows needed to produce a motion graphics video and
ofering a simplifed walk-up-and-use interface. Katika addresses
the key design challenge of end-to-end authoring by using a combination of semi-automated approaches (e.g., dividing a script into
shots, assembling shots into a cohesive video) and communitybased practices (e.g., creating content through examples shared
by other users in an embedded library). Furthermore, Katika provides an in-context collaboration feature which makes it easy for
amateurs to seek help and feedback at any stage of the process.
Another key challenge that Katika tackles is empowering amateurs to create animated graphics using a novel motion bundles
approach. Current techniques of animation mainly depend on the
notion of keyframing [9]. Such methods, however, are tricky for
amateurs as they require an underlying understanding of concepts
such as time/space integration, channels, frame rate, or interpolation [53, 78]. It can be particularly difcult for amateurs to anticipate
the next state (such as position, shape, color, etc.) and animate the
artwork between the current and the new state. With our design
and implementation of motion bundles in Katika, motion is treated
as an independent entity that can be shared across various artworks.
This technique allows the animation to be applied to the artwork, a
sub-object of the artwork, or copied from one artwork (or object)
to another. Katika’s motion bundles allow users to easily browse a
library of example motions, apply a motion to their artwork and
immediately view the animated artwork without struggling with
keyframing or envisioning the possibilities. Moreover, users can
also view the beginning and end of a motion on a timeline which
provides a visual context for working with and adjusting the animation. Furthermore, users can create, edit, and share their own
motions with others to grow Katika’s example motion library.
To evaluate the concept of end-to-end explainer video authoring
using motion bundles, we ran an observational study with 11 participants with varying degrees of familiarity with motion graphics,
explainer videos, and video production. We found that within a
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one-hour session, all participants (even those without any previous
experience) could understand the steps of the authoring process and
create an amateur explainer motion graphics video. Furthermore,
during the post-task questionnaire and interviews, participants appreciated the freedom that Katika ofered for exploring diferent
designs and animations and were keen to re-use the system to produce their own explainer videos for presentations, conferences, and
other similar contexts.
In this paper, we make three new contributions:
• Katika as an end-to-end tool for authoring motion graphics videos that facilitates the process of understanding and
creating a motion graphics video without requiring external
applications. Its minimal interface supports key workfows
for creating motion graphics videos and includes built-in
guidance for generating shots, selecting artworks based on
a script, adding and editing example animations, and producing the fnal video. Katika also allows users to see what
steps they still have to complete, minimizing the number
of decisions that beginners have to make to produce their
motion graphics videos.
• A novel approach to end-user animation using modular motion bundles that abstract away keyframing or interpolation
and simplify the process of adding motion to artworks with a
single click. These motion bundles can be applied to artworks
as a whole or their constituent parts. They can be viewed
and edited on a corresponding timeline (or curve editor),
enabling highly detailed animations while not raising the
usability threshold. Furthermore, Katika provides a library
of motions that can grow with community contributions and
allow for greater creative expression.
• Insights from an observational study demonstrating how
people could learn the motion graphics design process and
create amateur explainer videos in less than an hour using
Katika and how they found the tool to be useful and intuitive.
Although recent works in HCI have been drawing attention
to the importance of motion graphics in various informational
domains [5, 44, 80], it is challenging to democratize the creation
process unless we lower the barriers for amateurs. This paper argues
that a walk-up-and-use interface (with embedded content, example
motions, built-in communications, and automated features) is one
way in supporting amateurs to better understand and engage in
the authoring process. We envision a future in which users from
diferent backgrounds and skill levels can use such interfaces to
create explainer motion graphics videos with ease.

2

RELATED WORK

This research builds upon prior work related to amateur video
production, the authoring of informational videos, and techniques
for simplifying animation authoring.

2.1

Innovations in Amateur Video Production

The increasing demand for videos in various domains [12, 24, 32]
has encouraged researchers to explore interfaces for improving
video productions [79]. Much of the literature focuses on simplifying post-production eforts, such as video editing, where the main
content comes from raw camera footage. However, such footage
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may not always be readily available. To tackle this, innovations have
emerged in generating screen recordings [17], supporting home
video creation [35], and supporting reuse of content [59]. While
such methods focus on the initial video footage, a related challenge
is the issue of sequencing the video content [64]. While almost all
state-of-the-art tools (such as iMovie [43] or Adobe Premiere [75])
provide advanced editing timelines, amateurs have difculty dividing their content into separate scenes and fnding the appropriate
order between them [39, 44]. To address such challenges, systems
have been developed to suggest candidate next scenes [39, 67], assemble a video based on examples [69], and edit recorded narratives
[88]. While such approaches are helpful, they usually target only
one aspect of video production, and it can be difcult for beginners
to contextualize the entire pre- to post-production processes.
Another emerging innovation in amateur video production is
the automation of content creation. For example, researchers have
explored automatic event timelines [14], video creation using recommendations [52], or automating text-to-video content creation
[38, 77, 82]. Many of these approaches rely on algorithms such
as word concreteness [56] or content analysis [39, 94, 95]. While
such systems automate the entire process by mining the text transcript for keywords, some argue that there should still be a balance
between automation and user control, especially in the case of
authoring informational motion graphics videos [35].
Unlike prior innovations, Katika provides end-to-end authoring for amateurs by bridging pre- to post-production processes
within the same user interface. Although Katika relies on some
semi-automated techniques to assist users with content creation,
the user has full control in exploring and adjusting the suggestions
made by the system as they fnalize their design decisions. Using
walk-up-and-use approaches in Katika, our goal is to enable informational video authoring with the same ease as some of the
entertainment authoring tools (e.g., TikTok [87]).

2.2

Authoring Informational Videos

One industry standard for authoring informational videos is the
use of motion graphics. Recent works [5, 41, 80] illustrate how authoring a motion graphics video is a challenging task, and creating
a minute-long video can take up to two days [71]. With more amateurs attempting to author motion graphics videos [9], researchers
have been exploring diferent dimensions such as techniques for
motion graphics data videos [4], methods of creating more engaging content [54, 61], or analyzing the space of motion graphics
design [80, 85]. Trained individuals usually learn the intricacies of
image/graphics editing or software applications [53] and the language and terminology used in such tools [34]. On the other hand,
amateur motion designers are intrinsically diferent from expert
motion designers [44] as they are often experts in diferent domains
and expect that using the tools would not compete with their domain knowledge [58]. However, the state-of-the-art tools used in
authoring these videos (Adobe After Efects [2], Autodesk Maya
[63]) are not easy to use. Over several decades, these tools have
evolved to serve high-end productions such as flm or advertising
[53], resulting in feature-rich applications with laborious learning
curves [19]. To make matters worse, a combination of several such
tools are often required to complete a motion graphics video [34],
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and amateurs face a challenge with the lack of integrated authoring
environments [44].
Moreover, informational video authoring often begins with blank
canvases [76]. Techniques of template-based authoring [53] have
been suggested to mitigate such blank canvases and tools such
as Animaker [6], Vimeo [90] or Doodly [29] provide users with
complete scenes. However, research shows that adjusting such
templates to the specifcations of informational videos (such as
presentation style, imagery, icons, and the overall space) is not
always as straightforward [44, 80]. Another challenge is the issue
of collaboration [28, 73] and getting appropriate feedback. Despite
research into collaborative video authoring in diferent environments [51, 83], such capabilities are yet to be widely available in
the state-of-the-art video editing tools [28, 53].
Beyond tools specifc to motion design, some users may tinker
with slide creation tools (e.g., PowerPoint or Keynote) to author
motion graphics videos. However, to create compelling videos, users
have to know how to repurpose these tools for the diferent preto post-production steps and will still need to use external tools
to make artworks or export slides into a video. Such tools lack
provisions to view the content at the current time, which means
that the user cannot know when an animation begins or ends.
Moreover, the nature of the animations (e.g., keyframes) cannot be
modifed in such tools.
In summary, options for creating motion graphics videos are at
the two far ends of a spectrum: users have face a steep learning
curves with specialized tools or struggle with re-purposing slide
sharing tools that are easier to access, but have limited animation
and end-to-end authoring capabilities. Our approach in Katika has
been to design a simplifed middle-level interface to ease the steps
of making explainer motion graphics videos. It enables a broader
class of amateurs to understand and follow the steps of motion
graphics design and tell compelling stories using explainer videos.

2.3

Techniques for Simplifying the Animation
Process

The widespread adoption of animation in felds such as feature flm,
motion graphics, or video authoring has motivated researchers to
investigate ways to simplify its creation. Producing an animation, in
essence, is the integration of time and space [53, 78] which is an inherently complicated task. To address such difculty, K-sketch [26],
for example, explores the idea of an animation library. However, this
technique is confned to a specifc narrative, limiting its application
to a broader scope. Moscovich et al. [66] employed hand gestures to
record animations that depends on the user’s understanding of the
timing. Another popular method has been sketching [91], in which
software-made frames expand a series of user-generated sketches.
Other sketch-based attempts have explored defning the position of
objects [27] or movement paths [76, 86]. Such methods have some
application for directional (e.g., side to side) movements. Still, they
have an evident defcit in the user’s ability to draw and actively
imagine the upcoming state of the animation.
Transferring motion is another popular approach in animation.
Studies have explored transferring a pose from a stick-fgure sketch
[25] or using video footage [92] to convey a pose for a character.
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Kazi et al. [46] explored how an amplifed motion can be an approach to generate an animation from a very basic input. These techniques introduce their own limitations, such as understanding the
application of basic animation and amplifed motions. Other works
have also explored animation created from a series of pre-built
content [68] tailored to a specifc narrative or relational animation
[45] to make the dynamics between various objects.
Most of these prior eforts in simplifying the animation process
rely on the user’s ability to envision the next stage of animation,
which is still a difcult task. To relieve amateurs from such burden
in creating their motion graphics videos, we introduce a new paradigm of motion bundles in Katika. These example-based animations
allow users to experiment with predefned motions (e.g., moving an
object, morphing a shape) and help produce immediate gratifcation.
Moreover, users can edit these predefned motion bundles, add new
ones, and share their motion bundles with a community of users,
ensuring the longevity of this example-based technique.

3

MOTIVATION AND DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS

Our motivation in this research is to lower the barriers for amateurs
to both understand the process of motion design and create their
own explainer motion graphics videos. Current state-of-the-art
tools are feature-rich motion graphics design software (e.g., After
Efects, Maya) that enable high-quality productions, but have a
steep learning curve. Although it may be easier for amateurs to
get started with slide-creation tools with basic animation capabilities (e.g., PowerPoint, Keynote), such tools can be difcult to
repurpose to support all of the diferent stages of motion graphics
design. Amateur motion designers need walk-up-and-use tools that
support motion design workfows, minimize cognitive load, and
allow amateurs to focus on conveying their informational message
[34, 44]. We propose the following fve key design considerations
(DCs summarized in Table 1) for designing a tool that supports the
process of motion graphic design for amateurs:
(DC1) Facilitate End-to-End Authoring: Producing any video
consists of a three-stage process of pre-production, production, and
post-production [33]. However, state-of-the-art video production
tools often have limited or no provision for pre-production [9, 44].
As a result, creators have to rely on ad-hoc solutions to tackle preproduction tasks such as writing a script. Moreover, they need to
employ separate feature-rich software applications [44, 53] for different stages of creating a motion graphics video, which increases
the learning complexity and the cost of task switching. For example,
a designer may write a script in a text editing tool, create artworks
in an image editing software (Adobe Photoshop [72] or Illustrator
[42] and similar) and assembles the artworks and animation in another application (e.g., After Efects). Integrating all of the key steps
of producing an explainer motion graphics video within a single
software application can help tackle such challenges.
(DC2) Minimize Complexity and Steep Learning Curves:
Each stage of creating an explainer motion graphics video involves
complex steps, such as dividing a script into separate scenes, coordinating color themes, adding content, or editing individual shots
into a cohesive video [34, 44, 53]. New users (and even experienced
designers) can face an overwhelming learning curve in completing
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Table 1: Key considerations for designing a tool that supports the process of motion graphic design for amateurs.
No.

Design Consideration

DC1
DC2
DC3
DC4
DC5

Facilitate End-to-End Authoring
Minimize Complexity and Steep Learning Curves
Facilitate Access to Example Content
Lower the Barriers for Animating by Using Examples
Foster Easier Communication and Collaboration

such steps in feature-rich applications [44, 80]. The complexity of
these steps can further discourage amateurs from experimentation
and trial-and-error approaches for learning [49, 65]. To empower
beginners, tools should embrace minimalism and simplify the user
interface to lessen the difculties (e.g., using automated techniques)
while still ofering control over various steps.
(DC3) Facilitate Access to Example Content: Explainer videos
depend on elements such as icons, images, or pictograms [34]. However, amateurs are usually not trained to create such content, and
beginning with a blank canvas can negatively afect their confdence
in getting started [76]. While some pre-made content is available
in online repositories, fnding and editing such content is not always easy [44]. To alleviate such challenges and facilitate access
to content, it could be helpful to include content (e.g., artwork)
within the software tools. The built-in content can be further expanded to ensure longevity and diversity by using crowdsourcing
or community-based approaches [18, 55].
(DC4) Lower the Barriers for Animating by Using Examples: Animating content is a tedious task that requires understanding keyframing or interpolation techniques [53, 78]. While beginners have difculty with such practices, even trained animators
need long sessions to create their animations [46]. While trained
animators can at least envision the animation, amateurs have diffculty imagining what to make in the frst place. One approach
to lowering the barriers to animating is using an example-based
approach and ofering predefned animations. In this technique,
users could browse animation examples to learn what they could
achieve. The durability of this approach can be expanded by using
crowdsourcing or community-based practices for including further
animation examples.
(DC5) Foster Easier Communication and Collaboration:
When working on a video project, creators often need to communicate with others about the content or alternative designs. However,
it can be difcult to use traditional communication methods (e.g.,
email or text) that are disconnected from their workspace [44, 48].
Amateurs can beneft from context-specifc help or feedback but
face arduous processes like exporting videos or sharing and seeking
feedback on separate platforms. Similar to tools that allow collaborators to communicate directly within the application [18, 89], it
can be helpful for amateur motion designers to have such access
and eliminate the need for 3rd party applications.

4

KATIKA

We designed Katika, a novel approach for the end-to-end authoring
of amateur explainer motion graphics videos based on the above
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design considerations. Katika ofers an integrated authoring system
for writing scripts and creating shots, browsing an embedded library of built-in and crowdsourced artworks, applying animations
through motion bundles, and collaborating in context. Moreover,
we included various automated features such as dividing a script
into separate shots, suggesting artworks based on a shot script,
and editing shots into a cohesive video using transitions. In what
follows, we describe the user interface design of Katika, a sample usage scenario, and the key features of Katika that tackle the
challenges outlined above.

4.1

Overview of Katika’s User Interface Design

During the design process of Katika, we continually sought the
opinion of several interface designers, HCI specialists, and motion
designers. As a result, we opted for lowering the number of the
"actionable" views to three (that refect the industry-standard video
authoring of pre-production, production, and post-production [33]).
These include: the script editor (Figure 3-left), a graphics and motion
editor (Figure 3-middle) and a video editor (Figure 3-right). To
describe the workfow of creating an explainer motion graphics
video using Katika, imagine Emily, a journalist who has written
a short script about electronic waste and wants to convert it into
an explainer video. In a walk-up-and-use fashion, Emily opens
Katika, starts a new project and can now enter a script for her
video. She can then use Katika’s built-in feature to divide the script
into separate shots with a single click (Figure 3-left). This shot list
contextualizes the project through thumbnails and allows Emily
to choose a color theme that helps produce cohesion throughout
the video. Next, Emily selects a shot and the canvas (Figure 1A) provides her a wide array of editing tools and makes it easy
for her to add artworks by browsing the embedded library and
assembling a collage that statically represents the concept of this
shot. Emily then chooses to animate (some of) the artworks. She
explores diferent movements for each artwork by selecting motion
bundles from the library (Figure 1-B). Emily repeats this process
for all the shots and proceeds to the video editing (Figure 3-middle),
where all shots are automatically connected using transitions, and
a timeline represents the entirety of the video. In this view, she can
also add background music, sound efects or record a voiceover for
the video and view the video emerged from all shots. Finally, Emily
can choose to view or export the video.

4.2

Key Features and Functionality of Katika

Katika addresses the key design challenge of end-to-end authoring
by using a combination of semi-automated and community-based
approaches. It further innovates on amateur animation techniques
by introducing a novel concept of motion bundles and provides
in-context communication and collaboration features.
4.2.1 Script Automation and Generation of Shots. With a single
click, Katika divides a script into separate shots with continuous yet
independent messages (Figure 3-left). These shots are automatically
assigned a length (in seconds) and the timeline (Figure 1-D) adapts
itself to their duration. The user can adjust the text of each shot,
and Katika automatically re-calculates the length of that shot. Moreover, since color plays a signifcant role in producing consistency,
Katika automatically applies a background color to each shot of
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Figure 3: Katika’s main panels consists of A) a scriptwriting editor and shots view where users can enter the story of their
videos in text and automatically generate shots (left); B) a main graphics and motion editor that includes various features for
adding and editing artwork and motions (middle, shown in Figure 1 in more detail); and, C) the video editor that automatically
assembles a timeline of all the shots with diferent transitions while still allowing the user to make adjustments (right).
the video. The user selects the main theme color (Figure 3-left),
and the software applies a color (by 15% variation from the central
color) to all shots while still allowing the user to override each
shot’s color independently (DC2). Finally, a video is assembled by
adding various shots using transitions. These transitions vary in
style and length and are assigned automatically between adjacent
shots. The user, however, can choose to adjust their style or length
individually (Figure 3-right).
4.2.2 Embedded and Scalable Artwork. Previous research [34, 44,
53] and our own informal analysis of a corpus of more than 50
explainer motion graphics videos on YouTube and Vimeo, suggests
that to author a motion graphics video, access to an extensive repository of editable artworks is necessary (DC1). We embedded a library
of artworks in Katika (DC3) based on a freely available repository
[62]. Being scalable vector graphics (SVGs), these artworks (Figure
1-A) allow a high degree of editability. Moreover, users can choose
to import any of their own SVG fles as artworks or beneft from
artworks added and shared by a community of users. We further
tagged and enabled search for the artworks. Katika automatically
runs a search against the shot’s keywords and suggests relevant artworks (DC2). These keywords are extracted from the shot’s script
and, similar to previous systems [39, 56, 94, 95], connect the video
content to the script. However, Katika only ofers the artworks as
recommendations and the user has control over choosing other
artworks. This approach is essential as previous works [9, 22] have
illustrated that beginning with a blank canvas negatively afects
the confdence of video creators. It is worth noting that Katika’s
approach of examples difers from the templates approach [85].
While template-based authoring relies on adjusting large templates,
Katika depends on small modular pieces. Such components can be
assembled in diferent contexts or merged to produce new ones.
While having examples simplifes the authoring process, there
are many times when the user would need to copy content from
another project. In Katika, any content, such as artwork, polygon,
motion, keyframe, shot, or even the whole project, can be cloned in

its entirety (DC2). Using this approach, if the user fnds something
that could help with their project, they can clone it to their own
library and adjust it to represent their intention.
4.2.3 Modular Motion Bundles. In our frst iteration of Katika, we
had followed the standards of adding animation, such as changing
time, adding keyframes, and adjusting interpolations. Once we had
a stable prototype, we observed four users, who had no experience
with motion design, use Katika informally. We found that although
the end-to-end nature of the tool was empowering, the process
of animating was a signifcant bottleneck. The difculty with the
animation illustrated two crucial factors: 1) the animation approach
should require minimal efort or input from users (DC4); and 2)
while beginners face technical challenges with animating, they also
fnd it difcult to imagine how a diferent state or duration can be
used to represent a concept (DC2).
Such observations made us realize that we need a new approach
to animating for beginners. Investigating the previous animation
methods (such as animation sketching [27], motion amplifers [47],
and motion transfer [92]), we learned that such approaches are
either dependent on user input or are challenging to scale to a
broader scope. We then refected on the practices of experienced
motion designers [34] that illustrate how they continually watch
examples created by others in pursuit of broadening their horizons.
Combining this strategy with the requirements of the amateur
creators, we invented the concept of motion bundles to enable
users to explore animations by examples.
How Motion Bundles Work: We designed our novel approach
of motion bundles such that the animation of an artwork (including
those of the various hierarchy levels) is consolidated in a single
entity (Figure 1-B). Upon request, this bundle can be applied to
another artwork or its constituent parts. Using this strategy, users
can apply a motion to artwork and animate it accordingly. There is
no limitation to the complexity of the animation in this approach,
and even advanced morph animations with hundreds of keyframes
can be bundled.
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Figure 5: Katika’s curve editor allows adjustments on
keyframes such as changing their time, value and interpolation. Users can isolate various channels and work on them
independently. Users also have the option to clone a motion
bundle or make it public.
• Travel from left-right, right-left, bottom-top, or top-bottom
(while choosing the starting point)
• Shake and appear in various locations
Katika’s built-in motion bundles also make it possible to apply
and merge multiple motions on the same artwork. This approach allows for a quick exploration of diferent ideas (DC2). Beyond using
the built-in motion bundles, advanced users can also create their
own motion bundles. To enable such creation, we have included
various animate-able channels. Users can choose to make a new
motion bundle (Figure 5-Right). Upon adding keyframes or adjusting curves (Figure 5-Left), they can decide to make their motion
bundle public, which the system would make available to all users.

Figure 4: This example shows the process of separating the
motion from one artwork (the soccer ball) and applying it to
another one (the basketball). Users can choose to adjust the
motion by simply dragging the motion (or its start/end) on
timeline. This way, Katika treats the motion as an independent entity.
A simple example would be animating a bouncing soccer ball
and then applying that same motion to a basketball (Figure 4). In
such a process, the user still has complete control over the duration
(or start and end) of a motion, and can choose to clone a motion
bundle into their private library to edit each keyframe or channel in
its entirety. While this approach depends on the use of keyframes,
it abstracts away the intricate parts of the process. For beginner
users, the task is limited to selecting the names of motion bundles
until they fnd one that matches their intention (DC3 and DC4).
Built-in Motion Bundles: In designing the user interface options, we opted for terminology that could be more relatable for
beginner users. This was done based on previous studies [1, 21, 44],
highlighting the difculty of understanding domain-specifc terminology for beginners (DC1). For instance, instead of "alpha," we
used "visibility," and instead of "stroke," we used "border." Below,
we provide a list of the motion bundles ofered by default in four
categories of swipe, pop, travel, and shake:
• Swipe in from left, right, top, or bottom
• Appear by pop at top-left/right, bottom- left/right, middleleft/right, bottom-top/center

4.2.4 Built-in Collaboration and Communication . With DC5, our
goal was to foster easier collaboration as sharing video projects is
inherently a difcult task [28]. A video project often has numerous
shots, artworks, transitions, and animations presented at diferent
parts of the software tool. In Katika, everything is on a cloud server,
and efectively all collaborators of a video are working on the
same “live” project (DC5). This inclusive synchronized collaboration
throughout all the steps is not presently available in any of the stateof-the-art software tools of motion design. Such a collaborative
nature is benefcial for beginners who can delegate technically
challenging tasks to others. Moreover, Katika allows users to add
comments on various object levels such as artworks, motion, or
shots and makes such comments discoverable in context (Figure
1-C). Katika provides non-intrusive notifcations that inform users
of the total number of adjustments or comments to make it easier
to see responses or new comments.

4.3

Implementation

Katika was developed to work on tablet devices (with Android OS
| SDK version 27 and above), which beneft from using various
gestures. Doing so furthers the notion of amateur video authoring
as many new creators may not have access to powerful desktop
computers. We next describe the implementation of Katika’s core
features and functionality related to script-writing and shot breakdown, embedded artwork, modular motion bundles, and built-in
collaboration.
4.3.1 Automatic Script Breakdown Algorithm. To implement the
shot breakdown feature of Katika, we refected on the practices
of experienced motion designers [5, 44, 80]. We learned that they
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assign the beginning and end of shots upon parameters such as
the length of the script for each shot, or the presence, complexity,
and the number of keyword terms (that would require specifc
artwork and animation), and the location of various punctuation.
We wrote a simple algorithm that frst divides the story into pieces
based on the placement of the punctuation, such as comma or
period. It then assesses the complexity of each segment based on
the number of words and their complexity. We included libraries
of four word classes of pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, and
interjections to assess complexity as is common in other natural
language processing algorithms [15, 37]. The algorithm removes all
instances of such word classes and counts the remaining keywords.
If the number of words in a shot is 50% lower than the average, the
algorithm joins it with the previous or the next one. If the number
of the words is 50% higher than the average, the algorithm keeps
the shot but prompts the user to consider dividing it into two. Upon
generating all of the shots, Katika assigns a length (in seconds) to
each shot by evaluating the total number of the words multiplied
by an average time to speak a word.
4.3.2 Scalable Artworks Details. Using The keywords extracted
from the script and assigned to each shot, Katika runs an implicit
search within the built-in artwork library. Artworks are tagged and
the search algorithm matches the script keywords with them to
suggest relevant artworks based on the highest similarity scores.
To develop this artwork library, we considered several approaches
such as image libraries, icons, PNG fles with transparent backgrounds, or simple shapes (such as those in tools like PowerPoint
or Keynote). After much consideration, we settled on highly customizable vector graphics and developed a parser that converts
SVG fles into an internal format to enable high editability. The
implementation considered matters such as SVG groups and objects, referred to as “artwork” and “polygons.” In this approach,
the separate pieces of the SVG are represented as polygons (with
corners and including body and stroke color/width). In essence,
each artwork is a higher-level object that consists of a combination
of one or more polygons. The parser converts a stream of SVG fles
from a freely available repository (Magicons) into editable artworks
and extracts the related tags. Moreover, the implementation trickles
down an artwork’s transformations (position, scale, rotation, transparency) on its polygons, while each polygon can have independent
shape, color, stroke color, or stroke width. Since the artworks are
editable, users can modify artworks (Figure 6) and share them back
as new ones. Beyond this built-in and growing library, users can
also choose to import any of their own SVG fles as artwork.
4.3.3 Motion Bundles Technical Implementation. We use the term
motion bundle due to the multiple layers of motions in play. In
Katika, each object (e.g., an artwork or an underlying polygon) has
a "motion" attached to it. Depending on the type of object (artwork
or polygon), the motion will include diferent animate-able channels. For artworks, channels include position (on x and y axes),
rotation (on the z-axis), scale (on x and y axes), and transparency
(as a foat value between 0 and 1). On the other hand, the polygon channels consist of shape (represented by an array of corners
and control points each represented on x and y axes), body and
stroke color (represented in red, green, blue, and alpha foating
values), and a stroke width (as a foat value equal or above to 0).
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Figure 6: Katika ofers various options for users to adjust the
graphics. Beyond the on-screen adjustment (such as move
or rotate), users have access to panels for artworks and polygons to edit specifc attributes such as an artwork’s scale, rotation or transparency (top), or a polygon’s body or stroke
color, stroke thickness, size, or rotation (bottom). Both panels also allow users to add keyframes on diferent attributes.

In each channel, users can add as many keyframes, edit the value
or the interpolation of the keyframes and position the keyframe
against time. As the video plays, in each frame, the motion of the
artwork is frst calculated. The resulting values (formatted as x and
y axes based on the combination of position, rotation, scale, and
transparency multiplier) are then applied as a coefcient to all the
underlying polygons. After that, each polygon is drawn based on its
corners, the color/stroke values, and the parent coefcient. There
is no limitation to the complexity of the animation, and combining
motions on various levels allows for more complex animations such
as morph animations with hundreds of keyframes.
4.3.4 Collaboration and Communication Cloud Backend. In most
applications, the project fle maintains a link to the various artwork
on a hard disk and how these fles co-relate in the video. In Katika,
we use Firebase [31] backend so that all pieces of a project are
stored on the cloud and, as such, eliminate the notion of saving or
loading projects. The working fle of a project is a JSON fle that
maintains the relationship between resources. Having everything
on a cloud server means that efectively all collaborators are working on the same "live" project (DC5). As several collaborators might
work simultaneously, the software implements a frst-in-frst-out
strategy that presents the latest adjustment at all times (similar to
technologies such as Google Documents or Sheets).

5

EVALUATION

We ran an observational study to assess how end-users could use
Katika to create amateur explainer motion graphics videos. In this
initial evaluation, we focused on observing the feasibility of our
end-to-end authoring approach and whether users found Katika’s
features, such as motion bundles, to be helpful and intuitive.
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5.1
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Participants

We recruited 11 participants (6 female) aged 21 to 43 (average:
30.8) through personal and campus mailing lists. Among these
participants, three individuals (P2, P3, and P10) had some previous
experience with motion design or video production, and eight were
entirely new. While we focused on how beginners could learn and
use Katika to make an amateur motion graphics video, we included
more experienced participants for comparison. We explored how
they perceive Katika’s more advanced features for creating new
artworks or motion bundles.

5.2

Procedure

5.2.1 Initial Setup and Training: We ran the study in person using
an Android Tablet (SDK version 27). The study began with an initial
demographic survey followed by an explanation of the goals of this
study. Before starting the tasks, participants had the opportunity
to watch a three-minute training video that illustrated how an
explainer motion graphic video gets created. We prepared this video
training so that viewers could gain a high-level understanding of
concepts such as scripts, shots, artworks, animation, video editing,
or transitions. The concepts were demonstrated at a high level
and the software was abstracted away. After the training, we gave
our participants fve initial tasks to get familiar with Katika’s user
interface. In these tasks, they had to a) fnd the fnal video of a
completed project, b) divide a script into separate shots, c) add
artworks, d) browse motions for an artwork, and e) respond to
comments from a hypothetical colleague. Within the 15 minutes
allotted time, all participants managed to fnish these tasks.
5.2.2 Video Authoring Task: After the initial tasks, we invited participants to complete the main task, replicating a 30-seconds public
announcement explainer video (Figure 7) inspired by an online
video [36]. Producing such a video would require common elements
of an explainer motion graphics video, such as multiple shots, using
artworks, animations, and editing the fnal video. This task had 25
minutes allocated to it. Upon its completion, we followed up with a
post-task questionnaire by investigating metrics such as the tool’s
intuitiveness, the collaborative feature’s efciency, and the motion
bundles. We then proceeded to the semi-structured interview that
probed into the usefulness of the various components and the level
of confdence participants felt upon completing the authoring.
5.2.3 Analysis: Study sessions were audio and screen recorded
while we also took notes. We analyzed participants’ approaches
of interacting with the tool and completing the tasks. We then
explored our data to gain insights about the usage of the application,
synthesize the strengths of the system, and discover difculties. We
used an inductive analysis [23] approach to analyze the interview
data and explored the themes around our main research question. To
ensure the validity of the coded data, the primary author performed
an open coding pass and consulted with the other author to develop
the list of codes. To determine the quality of the generated videos,
we devised a matrix of completeness, use of artworks and animation,
number of shots, and the overall length of the video. Using this
matrix, we then asked an external examiner (who was not a member
of the research group) to compare the produced videos against the
sample video and provide a score out of 5.

Figure 7: The gallery shown is extracted from the motion
graphics videos authored by participants in our usability
study of Katika. These participants could utilize the different features and functionality of Katika to put together
videos using a built-in library of artworks and animation.

6

RESULTS

Our study investigated how users could employ Katika to create an
explainer motion graphics video. The external examiner determined
that all of our 11 participants successfully completed the main
task of the study within the allotted time. During the post-task
interviews, some participants refected on their previous experience
and expressed that creating the video in Katika was much faster.
P3, for instance, suggested: “If I had to make this on my own, I would
have to make the shots and artworks by myself. I think it would take
me maybe 3 or 4 hours.” Furthermore, the independent examiner’s
assessment reveals that videos produced by participants had a high
similarity score compared to the sample video (average of 4.2 out
of 5). We next provide insights into the overall experience with
the end-to-end authoring software, details of the usefulness of the
motion bundles, and the perceptions of Katika in actual practice.

6.1

End-to-End Authoring of Explainer Motion
Graphics

Overall, integrating all steps of authoring an explainer motion
graphics video into one system was encouraging for our participants, with P11 suggesting: "Having everything in one platform
is great. I myself don’t like to go to so many apps or websites." The
post-task questionnaire illustrates that all participants found the
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user interface to be intuitive to some extent (very intuitive: 4/11,
intuitive: 6/11, somewhat intuitive: 1), and it helped them in feeling
more confdent about experimenting with diferent features. One
participant highlighted:
"The UX of this app is great. I could fnd everything that I wanted
real fast. It really simplifes the process. It comes down to making
animation now and fnishing the video." (P9)
One of the challenges in authoring motion graphics videos is viewing the context of the diferent parts of the process [34, 44]. Our
participants appreciated Katika’s central view (where all shots are
listed ) as having "everything in one place" helped them contextualize the process and learn about what they should do next. P6,
for example, commented: "It [the process] was pretty obvious what
I should do. Add the artwork, add motions and view the fnal video.
It was very easy to know where to go next." To convey the message
within shots, our participants opted to use a variety of artworks
(Figure 7) and even enjoyed exploring the built-in library of content. Participants with experience in motion design appreciated
the built-in artworks as normally they would have to spend a signifcant amount of time in fnding content when working with
state-of-the-art tools:
"[in other tools], it takes much longer. I can’t be bothered to look
[for artwork] online. Finding them is usually a disaster. It takes a long
time and then you have to clean them and import. This [having the
artwork built-in] is amazing." (P3)
Moreover, our results indicate that the built-in collaborative process of Katika was empowering for diferent reasons. For example,
P1 compared it to being as easy as using Google Drive’s shared
documents with in-context commenting. Other participants, such
as P10, commented: "We always prefer to work with tools that ofer
collaboration. It’s difcult to work with people overseas. I think that
makes collaboration a major factor." We also noticed some interesting
and unexpected usage of the collaboration feature. For example, P7
viewed the commenting tool as a mechanism by which they could
take their own notes in context and refect on their progress: "I
think it’s useful if you have the chance to review all comments. I have
a problem remembering things. I guess I could use it as note-taking
for myself."

6.2

Utility of Motion Bundles

One of our key innovations in Katika was our motion bundles feature for adding animations. We observed that participants explored
diferent animations quickly and foresaw various uses for motion
bundles. P8, for instance, stated: "I was thinking about making animations, and I think this [motion bundles] is something that helps
me [think] creatively." Another participant commented on how this
tool could also be useful for animating their own characters:
"I’ve been looking for something like this. I would particularly like
to use a [motion bundles] to animate 2D characters. There are a few
apps that I use to create characters, and it would be great if I could
also animate them." (P3)
We also observed that some participants were initially hesitant
to explore many motions in our warm-up task. They would, for
example, choose one of the motion bundles and continue with it
for the remainder of the task. However, after attempting the main
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task of the study and trying diferent examples, participants organically learned about the low cost of the explorations and were, in
fact, intrigued by the idea of examining diferent motions. Some
participants considered every single motion bundle before settling
on one that best represented their intended concept. Others even
attempted to merge diferent motions to make advanced animations,
such as changing colors and shapes while moving objects around.
While participants were not expected to change the duration of a
motion, several participants explored that and were encouraged by
the simplicity of moving a motion or adjusting its size:
"[An] advantage of the [motion bundle] template is that they are just
there and ready to use. I could use [the slider in timeline] to extend
the time to make them faster or slower. That really helps." (P8)
Such results indicate that participants with some experience could
also produce more complex animations using Katika (beyond simple click-and-apply). Overall, these results are encouraging as they
illustrate the efectiveness of presenting users with predefned animations. For many beginners, such examples mitigate the challenge
of envisioning animations and encourage them to think about different movements representing an idea. Others, such as P10, who
attempted to create their own motions, commended the streamlined
process: "Adding (new) motion was simple. The curve editor helped. If
I needed to, I’d make my own motions, but I think I could use existing
ones for most work."

6.3

Perceptions about Using Katika in Practice

During our study, we consistently observed that participants were
not intimidated by Katika’s various features or functionality and
some participants even attempted to push the application features
further within the allotted study time. In fact, our questionnaire results show that our participants enjoyed using Katika (6/11 strongly
agree, 5/11 agree), and their interview responses highlight how
Katika enabled them to explore diferent ideas. Several participants
commented that they wished to re-use the tool once they got used
to it for their projects. P11, for instance, commented that: "I would
use this [Katika] to potentially make presentations for my conference.
It’s great to show visual stuf in presentations." Another participant
(P5) spoke of how they would prefer to watch videos as opposed to
read content, and a diferent participant further elaborated on the
value of democratizing motion graphics video authoring:
"I think this is a great tool...especially in today’s world, there are so
many videos on YouTube...this way, many [people] can make videos
on their own." (P3)
Our participants appreciated some of the technical approaches
of Katika as well. For instance, P3 enjoyed the cloud-based strategy
of saving content as in the past they had trouble with moving
fles around. Another participant commended Katika’s minimalist
approach and that even the less-experienced team members would
be able to use it efectively:
"I think this is a very straightforward system. I could see how I would
use this for making video tutorials. Because I know how to use Adobe,
but I have colleagues in marketing and sales that for them it’s very
difcult. We could add PNGs of our software and just make the tutorial.
For that, this would be ideal." (P10)
Our participants had a few suggestions for improvement as well.
Most of these ideas were cosmetic (or engineering) suggestions
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such as colors, size of the windows, or the type of interaction (such
as drag and drop instead of click and act). However, we did receive
some substantive suggestions for making Katika easier to use in
practice. For instance, three participants suggested having a method
to preview motion bundles. P2, for example, indicated that decisionmaking would have been easier with such an approach: "Motions
are great. They can be applied by a simple click. It would be great
if I could see a thumbnail of them before applying them. It makes
it really easy to quickly decide." Other participants proposed that
commenting should also be possible at a specifc point in time to
enable more substantive discussions.

7

DISCUSSION

Our paper contributes the design and implementation of Katika, an
integrated tool for authoring amateur explainer motion graphics
videos. Current practices of creating motion graphics videos are
at the two far ends of a spectrum. Amateurs either have to face
a steep learning curves with professional feature-rich tools (e.g.,
After Efects or Maya) or struggle with re-purposing slide sharing
tools (e.g, PowerPoint or Keynote) that are easier to access, but
have limited animation and end-to-end authoring capabilities. The
key novelty of Katika is in providing a bridge for pre- to postproduction activities of motion graphic design and in enabling
end-user animation using motion bundles.
Informed by actual motion design workfows, Katika provides a
simplifed, walk-up-and-use interface that helps amateurs understand the diferent stages of the motion graphic design process. This
was inspired by dedicated authoring tools emerging in other design
domains, such as user interface design and interactive prototyping.
For example, although UI designers initially had to re-purpose and
learn feature-rich image editing or slide sharing tools to create their
prototypes, the industry standard now is the use of dedicated UI
prototyping tools (e.g., Figma [30], Adobe XD [93], Axure [8]). Such
tools not only provide a better user experience for designers as
they have been informed by actual workfows of UI designers and
UX researchers, but they also allow novices to learn the steps and
terminologies of UI design. Our vision for Katika is similar in that
we believe more designers will be able to learn about the process
of motion graphic design and produce amateur motion graphics
videos using our simplifed end-to-end approach.
The initial results from our study demonstrate that amateurs
from diferent backgrounds could use Katika to successfully create
their frst explainer motion graphics video within an hour. The
responses from our participants also appear to confrm that the use
of motion bundles simplifed the process of animating and that they
even enjoyed using the system. Furthermore, it was encouraging to
see that our participants expressed interest in using Katika beyond
the study for their own purposes (such as product demonstrations
or conference presentations). These results suggest that Katika is
complementary to other HCI approaches for simplifying video authoring for non-experts [35, 69], authoring of informational videos
[5, 24], and streamlining animation techniques [46, 76, 86]. Finally,
our participants were also enthusiastic about our open, communityshared content approach. Our vision is that user contributions for
new artworks and motions will enable the creation of more advanced and creative motion graphics videos over time, ensuring
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the longevity of this authoring approach. Next, we refect on our
design and study insights to highlight opportunities for future HCI
research.

7.1

Towards Complete Storytelling

A key novelty of Katika is that it integrates all steps of the motion
graphics design process (breaking down a script into shots, adding
graphics and animation, and video editing) into a single end-toend system. Katika’s underlying assumption is that a user would
provide a story or a script on their own. While this may be possible
for some users from creative felds, it may not necessarily be the
case for other amateur creators. Given innovations in storytelling
across various domains [32, 70], an exciting future direction would
be helping users convert their ideas into stories. For example, we
foresee a future in which a series of keywords can be utilized to
develop the overall concept and use of semi-automated approaches
to generate a corresponding script. This design can conform with
our tool’s current approaches, providing a starting color theme,
shot breakdown, or video transitions. Using such as approach, a
scientist, for instance, can generate their own visual stories and
push information sharing through explainer videos a leap ahead.

7.2

Opportunities for Learning Video
Production

A signifcant challenge in creating motion graphics videos is understanding the role of the smaller pieces in making the fnal video.
During our study, we observed that some of our participants opted
to go back and forth between the training video and Katika to better understand the subtleties. Given this behavior, future work can
consider learning through reverse engineering as an approach for
helping beginners dissect an example video to understand how it
was created. Although prior works in learnability have explored
techniques such as contextual help [18], on-demand support [16],
and expert patterns [50], another direction could be to allow users
to dig deeper into the diferent sections of a video and learn about
the role of diferent building blocks within the video. We believe
that having a way to learn by reverse engineering the video content
will enhance the learnability of not only motion design, but other
types of video productions as well. Moreover, in our initial studies,
we learned that for many amateurs, envisioning the next state of
animation was difcult or impossible. Using motion bundles, we
supported them in browsing a library of animations. However, similar to prior work in example-based programming [10] or 3D design
[49], we can use this technique for teaching animation even further as our participants were enthusiastic about using examples. In
such an environment, beginners can learn about diferent (creative)
approaches by merely watching and replicating examples on their
own.

7.3

Quick and Dirty Video Prototyping

Our implementation of Katika is centered around video authoring
for amateurs that binds scriptwriting with shot-by-shot breakdown,
artwork, animations, collaboration, video transitions, and editing.
This approach ofers numerous advantages, including lowering the
cost of task switching between diferent tools that can be useful for
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professionals as well. Our approach is similar to the use of end-toend and lightweight approaches in design felds such as UI/UX (e.g.,
XD or Figma), 3D printing [40], or CAD [60] to produce rapid prototypes. Moreover, during our usability study, participants with prior
experience in motion design saw the possibility of using Katika as
a lightweight tool for quick authoring tasks that required feedback
and iteration. Taking inspiration from such work, we envision a
future in which users can employ lightweight solutions such as
Katika in realtime and leverage repositories of pre-made artworks,
motions, and automated features, combined with built-in collaborations to prototype motion graphics videos rapidly. These “quick
and dirty” prototypes could perhaps be utilized in environments
such as classrooms or even professional meetings.

8

LIMITATIONS

This research has had a few limitations, and as such, we put forth
our contributions with caution. The design of our tool currently
only supports the two-dimensional style of motion graphics. It
is worth expanding this approach into other motion graphics design styles. As with any qualitative study, the small sample size
warrants further evaluation and future work can directly compare
Katika with other software tools used to create motion graphics
videos. The main challenge in doing such a comparative study is
that the available tools are at either end of the spectrum (such as
high-quality productions with After Efects or rudimentary content
with tools such as PowerPoint or Keynote) and do not focus on
the end-to-end production process as we have in Katika. In addition, our study’s main task asked the participants to re-produce
an existing video given a particular script and we did not evaluate
the cognitive processes of storytelling and scriptwriting. This aspect should be further investigated in real-world deployments or
longitudinal studies of Katika.

9

CONCLUSION

The interest in creating explainer motion graphics videos is increasing across several domains. Our research contributes the design
and evaluation of Katika, an end-to-end software application that
supports amateurs in authoring motion graphics videos. Katika
ofers an embedded library of artworks, a novel approach of motion bundles for animation, and built-in communication features.
Moreover, it lowers the complexity of various tasks through automated solutions and uses terminology that is easier to understand
for beginners. Our observational study illustrates how amateurs
who had no prior experience with motion graphics could begin
making explainer motion graphics videos using Katika within a
few minutes. Overall, our insights provide fodder for compelling
opportunities in HCI to lower barriers to entry for amateur motion
graphics designers.
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